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After studying a bachelor thesis of a student, I disagree with continuation to defence; the thesis is not done according to the basic rules of FTVS UK. 
Opponent's notes: 
1. The name of Charles University is without "in Prague".
2. The thesis is not written according to formate recommendations - the text is written on both sides of the paper,  some articles are not put in a block, and some 
pages donť have aligning sides. E.g. "table of content" is extended over the page line. 
3. A lot of articles are without citation resource information (e.g. page 9,10,11,12,13,18,19,20,21,23,24 and lot of other....)
4. Most figures do not have a good citation norm. 
5. Can you show me the original Ethics Committee agreement? And Inform agreement? In the thesis, there are both documents in the appendix, but the 
Informed agreement is only a free blank form from the web pages of FTVS. There is no information about  EC and an Inform agreement in the methodology. 
6. In the case report, there are some small and some big letters at the start of sentences. The format extension of tables is unacceptable (p. 36-40).
7. There is no function testing of the patient; hereby, the patient is after stroke (2017).
8. In conclusion, there is written that there was diagnosed with mild dysarthria, mild cognitive deficit and poor orientation in space. How did you examine this if 
there was no information about this in the examining protocol?
9. In most cases of individual therapies, you have the therapy as " Same as the previous day". Are you sure that this methodology is correct?
10. There is no function testing due to stroke impairment in the final examination. 
11. There is no adequate citation of figures (in Supplement 2)
12. Ethics committee approval and Inform agreement should be as a supplement, not as alone chapters of the thesis.

I declare that after studying the whole work I found that in the work has not referenced sources  properly.
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